NEARLY one thousand professionals are now handling and featuring my golf clubs and balls. I feel that this is a genuine tribute to the Ultra Line.

"I can truthfully say that my ball is equal or better than any golf ball sold anywhere. The clubs that bear my name are the highest achievement in club making.

"I am sure that by featuring the Walter Hagen line in your shop you will arouse a newer and livelier buying interest among your members than you've ever had before."

ELEVEN thousand square feet of display space will be available for the second annual National Greenkeeper's Association show, to be held in the ballroom and foyer of the new Hotel Statler, Buffalo, next February 13-16, 1929, according to the announcement made recently by Fred A. Burkhardt, chairman of the show committee of the N. A. G. A. The available floor space is three times that of this year's show and will allow display of complete fairway mowing units, sprayers, in fact every article of golf course equipment used in construction and maintenance work. The show-room is immediately off the main lobby of the hotel, in which the greenkeeper's annual convention will be held during the same week.

According to Burkhardt, the committee will not increase the price of space over last year and promise the exhibitors the same efficient management as at Detroit.

In addition to the chairman the committee consists of John MacGregor, John Morley, Emil Loeffer, Al. Schardt, David Rees, and Lewis M. Evans. Particulars of the show can be obtained from Fred A. Burkhardt, 405 Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
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